
 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/146  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ANIRBAN CHATTERJEE 
TAPASH CHATTERJEE 
ASHOKE NAGAR, JAY LANE, PO+DIST-
JALPAIGURI-735101 
(Mob-) 9474122789 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/147  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ABHIJEET KUMAR GUPTA 
SHAILENDRA GUPTA 
5-MG ROAD, PS+PS-KHARDAH, DIST-NORTH 24 
PGS, PIN-700117 
(Mob-) 9883146947 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/148  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ABHISHEK GHOSH 
LATE TAPAN GHOSH 
C/O  LT. TAPAN GHOSH, DANGA PARA, GOLI 
NO-9, JALPAIGURI-735132 
(Mob-) 8759688087 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/149  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ADITYA SINGH 
INDRAJIT SINGH 
NETAJI SARANI, MILANPALLY, SILIGURI-
734005 
(Mob-) 7003216731 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/150  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
AJAY BHATTACHARJEE 
HARI PRASAD BHATTACHARJEE 
88-KHUDIRAM BOSE SARANI, GHOGOMALI, 
SILIGURI-734006 
(Mob-) 7031765253 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/151  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
AMITABHA ROY 
RANJIT ROY 
VILL-DHALGAON, PO-BHATOL HAT, PS-
RAIGANJ, DIST-UTTAR DINAJPUR-733156 
(Mob-) 9609995074 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/152  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ANAMIKA MITRA 
PANKAJ MITRA 
C/O PANKAJ MITRA, VILL-NETAJI PALLY, 
PO+PS-RAIGANJ, DT- UTTAR DINAJPUR-733134 
(Mob-) 9635926700 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/153  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ANIRBAN KARFA 
ASHIS KUMAR KARFA 
VILL+PO-RAYAN DIST- BURDWAN EAST, PIN-
713104 
(Mob-) 8640895269 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/154  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ANIRBAN MANDAL 
ASOK KR. MANDAL 
MANDAL COLONY, PO+PS-KHATRA, DIST- 
BANKURA-722140 
(Mob-) 8900333332 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/155  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ANKAN HALDER 
AMAL KUMAR HALDER 
VILL-NARAYAN PUR, PO-LAXMI TALA, PS-
GANGARAMPUR, DIST-DAKSHIN DINAJPUR-
733124 
(Mob-) 9932424929 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/156  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ARIJIT NATH 
JATAN KUMAR NATH 
PANDAPARA, KALIBARI,JALPAIGURI-735132 
(Mob-) 8101415456 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/157  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ARJUN BARMAN 
ABINASH CHANDRA BARMAN 
C/O ABINASH CHANDRA BARMAN, VILL-168 
DHULIA BALDIA HATI, P.O-DHULIA BALDIA 
HATI, P.S- MEKHLIGANJ, DT- COOCHBEHAR -
735303 
(Mob-) 9547813250 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/158  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ARPAN THAPA 
SUMAN THAPA 
RUNGLI BAZAR (SHIVA TOL), RANGLI 
RANGLIOT, DIST-DARJEELING-734226 
(Mob-) 8101220651 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/159  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ARPIT DUTTA 
ASIT DUTTA 
HIGH SCHOOL PARA, PO+PS-GANGARAMPUR, 
DIST-DAKSHIN DINAJPUR-733124 
(Mob-) 9641157546 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/160  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ASHIS GHOSH 
BHUPEN GHOSH 
C/O BHUPEN GHOSH, VILL- SRIRAMPUR, P.O-
BENIAGRAM, P.S FARAKKA, DT- 
MURSHIDABAD-742212 
(Mob-) 8016837306 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/161  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
BIDHAN CHANDRA MONDAL 
MADHU SUDAN MONDAL 
VILL-MARGRAM (NAMUBAZAR PARA) P.O+P.S 
MARGRAM, DT- BIRBHUM -731224 
(Mob-) 9735473390 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/162  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
BIPLAB DEB SINGHA 
BIPUL DEB SINGHA 
PRADHAN PARA, KADOBARI HAT, PS-
KOTWALI, JALPAIGURI, PIN-735132 
(Mob-) 7602829071 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/163  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
BISWAJIT BAUR 
JAHARLAL BAUR 
VILL-GOPMAHAL, P.O GOPMAHAL, P.S. 
GHATAL, DIST PASCHIM MEDINIPUR. PIN-
721212 
(Mob-) 7586807162 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/164  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
BRAJESH KUMAR 
ANIL KUMAR SINGH 
C/O ANIL KUMAR SINGH, AT+PO-
TILKESHWAR, P.S KUSHESHWARASTHAN, DT-
DARBHANGA-848207 
(Mob-) 9472930663 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/165  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
CHANCHAL KUMAR MANDAL 
PARTHA PRATIM MANDAL 
VILL-NARAYAN PUR, PO-HADALNARAYANPUR, 
PS-PATRASAYER, DIST-BANKURA-722112 
(Mob-) 8900556123 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/166  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
DEBANJAN BHADRA 
MONORANJAN BHADRA 
VILL-SAMAJPARA, PO-JALPAIGURI, PS-
KOTWALI, DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-735121 
(Mob-) 9126898621 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/167  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
DEBKANTA KHAWAS 
PRASANTA KHAWAS 
C/O PRASANTA KHAWAS, VILL-SANCTORIA, 
P.O DISHERGARH, P.S- KULTI, DT PASCHIM 
BURDWAN-713333 
(Mob-) 7031003556 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/168  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
DHIMAN BARMAN 
NAGEN BARMAN 
C/O NAGEN BARMAN, VILL- PELKUJOTE, P.O-
RANIDANGA, P.S- MATIGARA, DT- 
DARJEELING-734012 
(Mob-) 7098903012 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/169  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
DHRUBA JYOTI MITRA 
PARESH NATH MITRA 
VILL+PO-BARSUL (U), BURDWAN-713124 
(Mob-) 9153363798 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/170  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
DIBYAHUTI BHOWMICK 
TAPASH BHOWMICK 
NEWTOWN, RABINDRA NAGAR, DIST- COOCH 
BEHAR, PIN-736101 
(Mob-) 8116353434 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/171  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
DIPANKAR RAY 
SHYAMENDRA NATH  RAY 
C/O-PARBATI RAY, VILL+PO-KHAGRABARI, 
DIST-COOCHBEHAR, PIN-736179 
(Mob-) 9046505979 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/172  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
GOPAL BARMAN 
LATE SANTOSH BARMAN 
C/O BHARATI KARMAKAR (BARMAN), VILL- 
SALALPUR (B.D.O. OFFICE PARA) P.O-
PAKUAHAT, DT- MALDA-732138 
(Mob-) 9593212185 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/173  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
GYANODAS MONDAL 
BHUPAL CH. MONDAL 
C/O-BHUPAL CH. MONDAL, VILL-RAIPUR, PS- 
MAHESHTALA, DIST- SOUTH 24 PGNS. 700141 
(Mob-) 9432429436 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/174  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
HRIDAY ROY 
PRAFULLA ROY 
DAKSHIN CHAK MOULANI, PO-CHAK 
MOULANI, PS-MAL, DIST- JALPAIGURI, PIN-
735219 
(Mob-) 8967922925 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/175  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
INDRAJIT BHOWMICK 
LT. BARUN CH. BHOWMICK 
NIKHUTI RAILGHUMTY, WARD NO-9, PO+DIST-
COOCHBEHAR, PIN-736101 
(Mob-) 9635941089 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/176  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
JAGANNATH BARMAN 
DUDH KUMAR BARMAN 
VILL-DWARIKAMARI, PO- KUSHIARBARI, PS-
GHOKSADANGA, DIST-COOCHBEHAR-735211 
(Mob-) 8370803748 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/177  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
JAYABRATA CHOUDHURY 
JYOTISH CH CHOUDHURY 
C/O JYOTISH CH CHOUDHURY, VILL- 
NARAYANPUR SCHOOL PARA (NEAR 
BALURGHAT BHABAN) P.O+P.S BALURGHAT, 
DT- D. DINAJPUR-733101 
(Mob-) 9614778527 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/178  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
JAYANTA DEB SINGHA 
ASIT DEB SINGHA 
RAJBARI PARA, JALPAIGURI, PIN-735101 
(Mob-) 7059115752 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/179  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
KALYAN BARMAN 
KHAGENDRA BARMAN 
SHANTINAGAR, PO-DABGRAM-2, PS-
BHAKTINAGAR, JALPAIGURI-734004 
(Mob-) 7031587029 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/180  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
KHWAJA BABU SAEED REZA 
KHWAJA JAMIL AKHTAR 
C/O-KHWAJA JAMIL AKHTAR, P.O SURJAPUR 
VIA KANKI, DT-U/DINAJPUR-733209 
(Mob-) 9911340982 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/181  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
KRISHENENDU MAHATO 
ADWAITA CH. MAHATO 
C/O ADWAITA CH MAHATO, VILL & P.O- 
MURAGRAM, P.S KHATRA, DT-BANKURA-
722140 
(Mob-) 9635975044 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/182  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
KUNDAN SAHANI 
INDRA KANTA SAHANI 
C/O INDRA KANTA SAHANI, BABUPARA, 
LOWTORE, SAINTHIA, BIRBHUM, W/NO-1, PIN-
731234 
(Mob-) 9641011011 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/183  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
LITAN ROY 
SHYAMA PRASAD ROY 
C/O LITAN ROY, NEAR PREETHNATH SCHOOL, 
1NO DABGRAM, P.S-SILIGURI-734006 
(Mob-) 8967437755 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/184  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MADHAB ROY 
MAJIN CHANDRA ROY 
C/O MAJIN CHANDRA ROY, VILL- CHHOTO 
HALDIBARI, P.O-BAGRIBARI HAT, P.S-
HALDIBARI, DT- COOCHBEHAR-735122 
(Mob-) 9933939588 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/185  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MANAJIT PAUL 
MANORANJAN PAUL 
C/O MANORANJAN PAUL, VILL-MILAN PALLY, 
P.O+P.S-ISLAMPUR, DT- UTTAR DINAJPUR-
733202 
(Mob-) 8436666050 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/186  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MD AJMAL ALI 
MD EKRAMUL HAQUE 
VILL- DEBIPUR DIARA, PO-UTTAR 
LAKSHMIPUR, PS- KALIACHAK, DT- MALDA-
732207 
(Mob-) 9775964105 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/187  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MD SAMSUDDIN 
LATE MD AKTAR ALI 
C/O LATE MD AKTAR ALI, VILL-
PURUSHOTTAMPUR (WEST), P.O+P.S- PANDUA, 
DT- HOOGHLY-712149 
(Mob-) 9333890829 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/188  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MD TABREJ 
NAEEMMUDDIN 
NEW BOMBAY SOAP, SHIBLIBARI, PO-
KUMARDHUBI, DIST-DHANBAD, JHARKHAND, 
PIN-828203 
(Mob-) 7870514862 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/189  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MD TOUSIF RAJDAN 
MD ABDUL RAZZAQUE 
C/O MD ABDUL RAZZAQUE, VILL+P.O BARA 
MAJLISHPUR, P.S- GOAL POKHER, DT- NORTH 
DINAJPUR-733210 
(Mob-) 7098927236 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/190  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MD YOUNUS MIA 
MD YOUSUF ALI 
VILL+PO-KESHIADANGA, PS-KHARGRAM, 
DIST- MURSHIDABAD, PIN-742159 
(Mob-) 9932826046 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/191  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MEGHA ROUTH 
MOHAN ROUTH 
DAKSHIN PARA, W/NO-5, MONIMALA ROAD, 
PO-MATHABHANGA, DIST-COOCHBEHAR, PIN-
736146 
(Mob-) 8159892847 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/192  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MITRAPAL BALMIKI 
RAJU BALMIKI 
MOH-LUDHPURA, JASWANT NAGAR, WARD 
NO-2, ETAWAH, PIN-206245 
(Mob-) 9012556075 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/193  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MONOJIT CHATTERJEE 
UTTAM CHATTERJEE 
VILL-SIJA, P.O-KHAMARGACHI, P.S-
BALAGARH, DIST- HOOGHLY-712515 
(Mob-) 0 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/194  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MUKESH KUMAR 
RAM BILAS MAHTO 
C/O RAM BILAS MAHTO, AT + P.O -DAULATPUR 
VIA ROSERA, DIST- BEGUSARAI (BIHAR)-848220 
(Mob-)  

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/195  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
MUKTI KUMAR TOPNO 
LATE STEPHAN TOPNO 
C/O LT STEPHAN TOPNO, GULMA TEA ESTATE, 
P.O-GULMA, P.S-PRADHAN NAGAR, DT- 
DARJEELING-734009 
(Mob-) 9593965120 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/196  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
NABIN RAJAK 
SITARAM RAJAK 
C/O SITARAM RAJAK, CHANDMARI-3, FOREST 
ROAD, DARJEELING, P.O & P.S DARJEELING -
736101 
(Mob-) 8967916088 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/197  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
PANKAJ BISWAS 
PRAN KRISHNA BISWAS 
VILL-RUDRAPUR, P.O KUMRA KASHIPUR, PS-
HABRA DT-NORTH 24 PARGANAS-743271 
(Mob-) 9474753725 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/198  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
PRASENJIT SAMANTA 
RATAN CHANDRA SAMANTA 
C/O RATAN CHANDRA SAMANTA, VILL+P.O-
MIRIK PUR, P.S-TAMLUK, DT- PURBA MEDINI 
PUR-721649 
(Mob-) 7047566840 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/199  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
PRATIK KUMAR MANDAL 
PRAFULLA KUMAR MANDAL 
C/O PRAFULLA KR. MANDAL, 26,MOTHER 
TERESA ROAD, BABUPARA, SILIGURI-734004 
(Mob-) 9832311425 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/200  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
PROBHAT BARMAN 
KHAGENDRA NATH BARMAN 
VILL+PO-BHANGA MORE, PS. MATHABHANGA, 
DIST-COOCHBEHAR, PIN-736146 
(Mob-) 9547127935 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/201  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
PROLAY DEB ADHIKARY 
BISWANATH DEB ADHIKARY 
143, PURBA SARADA PALLY, P.O KADAMTALA, 
SILIGURI, DT- DARJEELING -734011 
(Mob-) 9531739790 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/202  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
RAJA CHAKRABORTY 
RATAN KUMAR CHAKRABORTY 
VILL-RABINDRAPALLY, PO+PS-RAIGANJ, DIST-
UTTAR DINAJPUR-733134 
(Mob-) 9614238681 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/203  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
RAJIB KUMAR BHOWMICK 
RANAJIT KUMAR BHOWMICK 
DHANDU GACHH, P.O.- GHARU GACHH, DIST- 
UTTAR DINAJPUR, PIN-733207 
(Mob-) 9679375669 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/204  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
RAJIV LOCHAN CHAKRABORTY 
RAMEN CHAKRABOTY 
C/O RAMEN CHAKRABORTY, 2ND MILE 
SEVOKE ROAD, I.T.I ROAD, AMTALA SHASTRI 
NAGAR, NEAR RABINDRA SISHU SADAN, 
SILIGURI-734001 
(Mob-) 9832687721 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/205  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
RAKESH KUMAR SAHA 
RAJENDRA SAHA 
VILL-KADBELTALA, PO- BOALIADANGA, DIST-
MURSHIDABAD, PIN-742102 
(Mob-) 9800596232 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/206  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
RAKESH MANDAL 
RABI MANDAL 
NETAJI COLONY, GHOGOMALI, PO-RABINDRA 
SARANI, DIST-JALPAIGURI-734006 
(Mob-) 9641965125 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/207  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
RANJAN BARMAN 
DHARMA NARAYAN BARMAN 
C/O DHARMA NARAYAN BARMAN, VILL+P.O 
BHANGAMORE, P.S MATHABHANGA, DT- 
COOCHBEHAR-736146 
(Mob-) 8388906377 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/208  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
RUPAN SETH 
SUTANTRA SETH 
PO-TRIBENI,PS-MOGRA, DIST- HOOGHLY, PIN-
712503 
(Mob-) 9674843107 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/209  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SAIKAT GAYEN 
TAPAN GAYEN 
C/O TAPAN GAYEN, VILL- SUNPUKUR, P.O-
CHATTA KALIKAPUR, P.S- MAHESHTALA, DT- 
SOUTH 24 PARGANAS-700140 
(Mob-) 8013789784 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/210  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SAMIR MANDAL 
SUBAL MANDAL 
C/O SUBAL MANDAL, ASHALATA BASU 
VIDYALAYA OLD POLICE LINE, JALPAIGURI-
735101 
(Mob-) 9734318096 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/211  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SAMRAT NAG 
PRADIP KUMAR NAG 
SAHITYA SAVA LANE, PATAKURA, PO+DIST- 
COOCHBEHAR, PIN-736101 
(Mob-) 9474568668 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/212  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SANCHAYEETA BOSE 
SANJOY BOSE 
C/O-SANJAY BOSE, MOHISPOTA, NATAGARH, 
NORH 24 PGS, SODEPUR, KOLKATA-700113 
(Mob-) 9681372298 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/213  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SANGITA DEY 
LAKSHMAN CHANDRA DEY 
C/O LAKSHMAN CHANDRA DEY, VILL-
BASANTA NAGAR, P.O+P.S- KAKRABAN, DT- 
GOMATI TRIPURA-799105 
(Mob-) 7044157020 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/214  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SANTANU DAS 
PRABIR KUMAR DAS 
RADHA MOHAN APT. (C/2), TEMPLE STREET, 
TELI PARA, PO+DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-735101 
(Mob-) 9749378484 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/215  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SARTHAK CHOWDHURY 
LT. KALYAN CHOWDHURY 
NARA NARAYAN ROAD, NEAR SUBHAM 
HOSPITAL, OPP. BATUL GARAGE, PO+DIST-
COOCHBEHAR, PIN-736101 
(Mob-) 9046487162 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/216  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SHABBIR ANSARI 
MD GULAM SABIR 
TETULMURI,22/12, PO-SIJUA, DIST-DHANBAD, 
JHARKHAND-828121 
(Mob-) 7050487166 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/217  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SHUBHARTHI ROY 
LATE SHIBENDU BIKASH ROY 
C/O LT. SHIBENDU BIKASH ROY, PO 
BHAKTINAGAR, P.S BHAKTINAGAR, DT- 
JALPAIGURI-734007 
(Mob-) 0 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/218  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SHUBHRA KANTI KAR 
SALIL KUMAR KAR 
C/O-SALIL KUMAR KAR, "USHALAYA" NEAR 
SILIGURI TT ACADEMY, 41/1-RABINDRA 
SARANI, RABINDRA NAGAR, SILIGURI, PIN-
734006 
(Mob-) 8900531130 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/219  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SIMANTA SOREN 
SAHEB SOREN 
VILL+P.O- MOHIT NAGAR, P.S. SADAR 
KATAWALI, DT-JALPAIGURI, PIN-735102 
(Mob-) 9749721522 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/220  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SK SALAMUDDIN 
SK RAFIK 
C/O SK RAFIK, VILL-KULIA, PO-
BANGACHHATRA, P.S-NANOOR, DT- BIRBHUM-
731240 
(Mob-) 9474765775 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/221  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SNEHASISH NANDY 
PALASH NANDY 
C/O PALASH NANDY, KADAMTALA, OPPOSITE 
OF HOTEL INDIA, P.O+ DT- JALPAIGURI-735101 
(Mob-) 9564968085 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/222  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SOCINDER PRASAD 
RAM CHARITRA PRASAD 
AMDANGI, BHALAMANASHI, PHANSIDEWA, 
DARJEELING-734426 
(Mob-) 7416904028 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/223  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SONDIP ROY 
BODANG ROY 
C/O BODANG ROY, VILL-CHENGMARITARI, 
P.O- KHAGENHAT, P.S- FALAKATA, DT- 
ALIPURDUAR-735204 
(Mob-) 8016697210 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/224  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SOUMEN CHHARI 
ANUKUL CHHARI 
VIIL-KALYANCHAK, PO-KHILA, PS-
UDAYNARAYANPUR, DIST-HOWRAH-711410 
(Mob-) 8670569149 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/225  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SOURABH GHOSH 
UDAY SANKAR GHOSH 
C/O KHITISH CH. GHOSH, ITKHOLA, W/NO-7, 
ALIPURDUAR, WEST BENGAL-736121 
(Mob-) 7548918068 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/226  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SOURAV ADHIKARY 
SUBODH ADHIKARY 
MEGHLAL ROY ROAD, EAST SHIVRAM PALLY, 
PO-HAIDERPARA, SILIGURI, DIST-JALPAIGURI-
734006 
(Mob-) 9563787234 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/227  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SOURAV CHAKRABORTY 
PRASANT CHAKRABORTY 
C/O PRASANT CHAKRABORTY,  MOTHER 
TERESA SARANI, SOUTH BABU PARA, SILIGURI 
TOWN-734004 
(Mob-) 9434339622 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/228  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SUBHADIP SARKAR 
SHYAMAL SARKAR 
C/O SHYAMAL SARKAR, VILL-BHANGNI PART-
II, P.O-CHHOTO ATIABARI, P.S-DINHATA, DT- 
COOCH BEHAR, 736135 
(Mob-) 9851542598 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/229  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SUBHAMOY DEB 
LATE SUBAL CHANDRA DEB 
C/O LATE SUBAL CHANDRA DEB, VILL+P.O  
DAWAGURI, P.S- KOTWALI, DT- 
COOCHBEHAR-736156 
(Mob-) 7076563674 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/230  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SUBHAMOY MOHANTA 
SUBAL MOHANTA 
C/O SUBAL MOHANTA, VILL-RAHATAIL, P.O 
RAJUA, P.S- BALURGHAT, DT- DAKSHIN 
DINAJPUR-733102 
(Mob-) 7063446970 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/231  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SUBHANKAR SARKAR 
SANTIPADA SARKAR 
C/O SANTIPADA SARKAR, VILL-SARIAM, P.O-
DEBITHAKURBARI, DT- JALPAIGURI-735133 
(Mob-) 7864865853 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/232  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SUBHASISH PAUL 
TAPAN PAUL 
VILL+PO-MASAT (DAKSHIN PARA), DIST-
HOOGHLY-712701 
(Mob-) 9641568503 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/233  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SUBHENDU ROY 
SIBU ROY 
C/O SIBU ROY, GOSSAINPUR, BAGDOGRA 
,DARJEELING-734014 
(Mob-) 0 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/234  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SUBRATA SARKAR 
LAKHI KANTO SARKAR 
C/O LAKHI KANTO SARKAR, VILL-DARIVIT, 
P.O- DULALIVITA, P.S- ISLAMPUR, DT- UTTAR 
DINAJPUR, W.B-733202 
(Mob-) 8918990339 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/235  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SUHOTRA DAWN 
PARESH NATH DAWN 
C/O PARESH NATH DAWN, VILL+P.O-
JAJIGRAM, DT- BIRBHUM, W.B-731221 
(Mob-)  

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/236  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SUNNY SAHA 
SANKAR SAHA 
DAKSHIN RAMPUR, BAROBISHA, 
ALIPURDUAR-736207 
(Mob-) 9091322990 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/237  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SURAJIT PAUL 
GOPI NATH PAUL 
PROMOTHESH BARUA SARANI, RABINDRA 
NAGAR, PO-RABINDRA SARANI, SILIGURI-
734006 
(Mob-) 9832320257 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/238  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SUSANTA DOLAI 
MADHU SUDAN DOLAI 
C/O-MADHUSUDAN DOLAI, VILL+PO-AROR, PS-
PANSKURA, DIST- PURBO MEDNIPUR, PIN-
721139 
(Mob-) 9134755771 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/239  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SWARUP BISWAS 
SUSHEN BISWAS 
C/O SUSHEN BISWAS, VILL-SWAMIJEE PALLY, 
P.O-KUMRA KASHIPUR, P.S-HABRA, DT- NORTH 
24 PARGANAS-743271 
(Mob-) 9593301445 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/240  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
SWARUP KUMAR DAS 
NRIPENDRA CH. DAS 
NJP, BHAKTINAGAR, DIST- JALPAIGURI. 
(Mob-) 9832475858 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/241  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
TAMAL KR. DEY 
SAMIR KR. DEY 
COLLEGE PARA, WARD NO-1, PO+PS-DINHATA, 
COOCHBEHAR-736135 
(Mob-) 8101944895 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/242  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
TANMAY MAITY 
MANIK MAITY 
C/O-MANIK MAITY, VILL-JHOKURKUL, PO-
JAFULLYA BIBICHAK, PS-KOLAGHAT, PURBA 
MEDINIPUR-721137 
(Mob-) 7384968085 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/243  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
TAPASH BARMAN 
TAPAN BARMAN 
VILL- NETAJI NAGAR, WARD NO-42, P.O 
SALUGARA, P.S BHAKTINAGAR, DT. 
JALPAIGURI-734008 
(Mob-) 8116256858 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/244  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
TARUN KANTI SHIL 
NARAYAN CH. SHIL 
RABINDRA PALLY, PO-BIDHAN NAGAR, DIST-
DARJEELING, PIN-734426 
(Mob-) 8350085093 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/245  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
URMI MAITY 
MANOJ KUMAR MAITY 
FLAT-C, 3RD FLOOR, BLOCK-A, BISWAS 
MANSION, 141 NETAJI SUBHASH ROAD, 
SUBHAS PALLY, SILIGURI-734001 
(Mob-) 0 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 



 
 
 

Memo No.  25(101)/Estt./SMC                        Dated:  11/04/2018  

 

 
This is to inform you that the written test for recruitment to the post of “Sub 

Assistant Engineer (Civil)” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are 
requested to appear at the said written test, accordingly. 

 

Schedule of Examination:- 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                               
 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

  
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

 
 

1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID, Aadhar Card, Passport, Bank 
Pass Book, Driving License etc.)  to secure admission to the examination hall.. 

2. Your admission to the examination is purely provisional subject to determination of your eligibility 
in terms of the advertisement. 

3. To carry with or to use any type of calculator/pager/mobile phone or any other type of gadget of 
communication inside the Examination Hall is strictly forbidden. 

4. You will be required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of 
examination. 

5. You will also not be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the 
commencement of the examination. 

6. Candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of 
examination shall be liable to expulsion from the examination. 

7. No T.A. / D.A. will be entertained. 
 

 

                                                                   ADMIT  CARD Roll No. SC/SMC/246  
Post Applied for:   Sub Assistant Engineer (Civil)  

 

TO  
ZEESHAN MOHD IQUEBEL 
MD FIROZ ALAM 
C/O MD FIROZ ALAM, VILL-CHURAKUTTI,P.O- 
GOHARRAH BLOCK- GOALPOKHARI, UTTAR 
DINAJPUR-733208 
(Mob-) 9593864922 

          

Date Time Venue 

22/04/2018 2:00 PM  to 3:00 PM Siliguri Baradakanta Vidyapith 
Rathkhola, Siliguri-734006 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),    2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 

  

Affix recent Passport            

      Size Photo Here 

      (Do not staple) 

 


